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Roasted peppers
with just enough heat
S

omething magical happens this time of year. Just when we are arguing about
whether or not to turn on the heat (Is there frost? Do you pay the bill?), digging out sweaters and putting our gardens to bed for the winter — a stalwart

of summer, the pepper, finally is ripening. And when I say ripening, I mean red ripe.
If you get to that final farmers’ market, you stand a pretty good chance of getting
them, and cheaply, too.
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Most of us eat unripe, green peppers year round.
We eat green bell peppers, green jalapeños and
green poblanos. Many might look at a red jalapeño
or poblano pepper and not recognize it. But all
peppers, save those that are orange or yellow, turn
red when they are really, finally, ripe. Redness does
not mean the pepper is hotter. Red ripeness actually indicates higher sugar content and a fruity
depth of flavor that is lacking when the pepper is
green. This is when they are at their best.
It’s difficult to determine the heat of a batch of
peppers without tasting them. Yes, you can use
guidelines, based on the Scoville scale, that rank

them. Green bell peppers have virtually no heat,
poblanos have some, jalapeños have more and so
on. But the truth is, the kind of growing season,
the soil and the seed strain have much impact on
heat. I recommend paying for one fruit, or asking
for a sample, so you know what you are dealing
with.
Also remember that removing the seeds and
membranes reduces the heat dramatically, because
that is where the heat is concentrated. Roasting
further mellows the heat, so stock up on red, ripe
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Right now is the perfect season for Baked Chiles Rellenos, made
See DEB, page D2 with red, ripe poblano peppers.

GUIDE TO BEER GLASSWARE
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Glassware has come in with a roar with the craft beer revolution, but
the attention to the vessel you drink your beer out of is not a new consideration. Each glass you choose to pour your beer into affects your experience of that beer. Respect the beer enough to pour it in the right glass
and to serve it at the right temperature.
In fact, bottled and canned beer is a relatively new phenomenon in

the history of beer. Every strong beer-loving culture has their own glass
to enjoy their beer out of. And while often you’ll see beers poured in the
shaker pint, there’s a whole other world of glassware out there.
Glassware is simple. Put the right beer in the right glass and this chart
should help you do that. Find these glasses at these regional breweries,
or you can buy at Liquor World in Kankakee.

GERMAN
FOOTED PILSNER

WEIZEN GLASS

Usually tall and thin with a small stem
meant to capture the champagne-like
effervesces of the pilsner. The short
stem prevents the hand from warming
up the beer, and a tapered mouth to
help with retaining the white head.

Created for those rich, pillowy-white
heads of hefeweizens. The long curved
glass shows off the cloudy, hazy, colorful wheat beers perfectly. These glasses
are usually tall to serve a typically low
alcohol beer in large quantities.

FIND IT: Old Friend at 350 Brewing
Company in Tinley Park for $6.
Light cracker taste with German hop
flourish. ABV: 4.2 percent.
Style: American Lager.

FIND IT: Forbidden Wheat at
BrickStone Brewery in Bourbonnais for
$5. Blood and semi-sweet orange and
coriander stacked on a Belgian wit.
ABV: 5.4 percent. Style: Witbier.

STRANGE GLASS

Most commonly associated with the
exclusive German beer style Kolsch,
which can only be called Kolsch if
brewed in the metro area of Cologne,
Germany. The stange glass specifically
helps to keep a tight control of volatiles
in this glass.
FIND IT: Daylight Kolsch from Tribes
Alehouse & Grill in Tinley Park and
Mokena for $4. Light, crisp, pale malt
with a great floral hop nose. ABV: 4 percent. Style: Kolsch.

BELGIAN
GOBLET OR CHALICE

TULIP

The goblet or chalice glass, paired with
Trappist or abbey style beers, is as old
as the hills. It has a big open mouth for
the deep sips, as well as a longer stem
to hold on firmly. The bottom of the
glass is scored to aid in retaining at least
2 centimeters of fluffy head on your
beer.
FIND IT: Frankentummy at Hoppy Pig in
Bradley for $6. Collaboration between
Hoppy Pig and Two Brothers Brewing
Company. ABV: 10.5 percent.
Style: Belgian Quad.

AMERICAN

SHAKER PINT

This glass is your utility player in your line-up of beer glasses.
The shaker pint can do most everything but nothing super
well. These glasses are durable, easy to wash, stack and keep
clean. Unfortunately, they are not great at retaining a head or
capturing aroma. I pour a lot of things in shaker pints at home,
but mostly because they are easy to clean.
FIND IT: Schwarz(bier) from Revolution Brewing Company, at
Grapes & Hops in Kankakee for $5. German-style black lager with
earthy-roasty notes. ABV: 5 percent. IBUs: 30. Style: Schwarzbier.

SNIFTER

The tulip glass does the best job of capturing the nose, while decent head on
the beer. This glass is perfect for stronger beers that you want to be able to sit
and sniff awhile.

A shorter, smaller version of the tulip
for the real heavy weights. It has the
tapered mouth like the tulip to retain the
head an aroma of the beer. The stem
keeps the beer at the time temperature.

FIND IT: Stratus at Hailstorm
Brewing Co. in Tinley Park for $7.
Cloudy, smooth mouthfeel with a beautifully-balanced sweet hop. ABV: 8 percent. IBUs: 90. Style: Double IPA.

FIND IT: Vlad from Hailstorm Brewing
Co. in Tinley Park for $8. Huge roasty
malt character. ABV: 10.6 percent. IBUs:
62. Style: Russian Imperial Stout.

Want to learn more?
I'm currently in certification process at the Cicerone Program, an industry standard for certification for beer servers, Cicerone, Advanced Cicerone and Master Cicerone. Starting at beer
server, I'm learning about beer styles, ABV, IBUs, perceived bitterness and color.
Interested? Take their online course Beer Saavy. Learn to properly pour a beer, what glass to
serve it in and how to clean it. The $199 class will be a feather in your cap — whether interested in pouring beers at home or in a craft beer bar.
Cicerone is also hosting a Beer Saavy Bootcamp class at 4043 N. Ravenswood Ave Suite
306, Chicago, 2 to 6 p.m. Nov. 8. The class is only $99 and beer samples will be provided. To
learn more or reserve your spot, visit cicerone.org.
Source: Cicerone Certification Program

